Note: When Dial 2 is omitted, strap terminals 'BK' and 'Y' together.
2. This set is used for dial operation with long dialing and local battery transmission.
3. Three 450 dry cells or M.A. battery box to be used as the battery for this set.
4. The 1293 GY Dial is to be equipped with AE-30 Ringer, "H" Contact and AE Induction Coil.
5. See TR-B-20 for method of mounting filter on set.
6. Dotted lines are peculiar to Corpus H.I.L. installations only.

APPARATUS
1. 1293 GY SUB-SET
   1. AE A. Ringer
   2. AE-30 Condenser
   3. AE-3 Induction Coil
   4. AE-34 Switch
   5. AE-34 Receiver
   6. AE-34 A. Cord
   7. AE-34 B. Cord
   8. AE-34 E. Filter
   9. EP-433 Filter
   10. PP-2217 Resistor

ASSOCIATED APPARATUS
1. AE-38 Dial Cord
2. AE-39 Dial Cord
3. AE-40 Dial Cord
4. AE-41 Dial Cord
5. AE-42 Battery Box
6. AE-43 Battery Box

N 1293 - G.Y. SUB-SET
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
LOCAL BATTERY LOOP DIALING WALL SET
NOTE:

1. For All. Solder Connections (excepting only the Lead From 4 to 20, and the Switch-Jack). The Interference Tube to be Made at Terminals L2 & Z.

2. *BA1000, 1400, 1500, 2500, or 3500 Ohm Ringer. As Specified.

3. Use *A7-A or 21-D 5 mF Condenser With 1000 Ohm Ringer. Use *A7-A or 21 F 1 mF Condenser With 1400, 1500, or 2500 Ohm Ringers. Use *A7-A or N 21-F 5 mF Condenser With 2500 or 3500 Ringers.

---

1. 1293-A WALL TELEPHONE SET

APPARATUS

ENGINEERING INFORMATION

MANUAL SERVICE
NOTES:

1. When ordered for Metallic Ringing, remove Red Ringer Lead from GRID Term. & Connect to IND.COIL Term. L-1

2. The N1393 BA Set shall be used where a Wall Set is required and where the loop is too long for satisfactory transmission with the Standard Wall Set.

**N1393-BA WALL TELEPHONE SET**

FOR MANUAL SERVICE ON EXTRA LONG LOOPS

COMMON BATTERY